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Example timetable



School Values
‘Respectful, Responsible and Restorative’ are the key 
themes that underpin our philosophy for behaviour at 
Vernon Park. Our school values are central to both 
our curriculum and to the day-day life of Vernon Park. 

Kindness and Empathy 
Friendship and Respect 
Honesty and Responsibility
Tolerance and Fairness
Support and Inclusion
Challenge and Resilience



School rules

Be kind and helpful,
Be polite and respect everyone,
Look after our school and everything in it,
Have a growth mindset,
Be the best you can be. 



We recognise that children respond more positively in 
their learning and behaviour to praise than sanction; 
therefore we aim to provide opportunity to celebrate 
academic, pastoral and sporting achievement for 
everyone.



Phonics



Phonics at Vernon Park

At Vernon Park, we use the Read Write Inc (RWI) 
scheme as our phonics program.

It is a structured approach with handwriting and 
spelling aspects included that is taught each day.

Synthetic phonics is the ability to convert a letter or 
letter group into sounds that are then blended together 
into a word.  



In Year 1, children continue to develop their phonic 
skills in readiness for taking the phonics screening check 
in the summer term. 

Children who would still benefit from the programme in 
Year 2 and beyond continue learning phonics in this 
way, before focussing on grammar later on in the year.

Phonics in KS1



Simple view of reading



Sounds – children learn the simple code first

Special 
friends. Two 
letters one 

sound.



The complex English alphabetic code 





Fred

Fred helps children learn to read 

Fred can only talk in sounds...

(Fred can only say c_a_t, he can’t say cat)

We call this “Fred Talk”.



If children understand Fred talk they can blend orally.

Blending is needed for reading.

When reading a word we encourage children to follow three steps:
1. Identify the special friends
2. Fred talk 
3. Read the word

Blending



Spelling

Fred helps children learn to spell as well! 
Children convert words into sounds

They press the sounds they hear on to their fingers...

We call this Fred Fingers



Green words and red words



Alien words
These words are made up.

They ensure that all children understand the 
sounds and don’t just memorise words.

We assess children on real words and nonsense 
words to ensure that they have a full 
understanding.



Assessment

We assess children reading every day informally 
through hearing them read with their partner.

We formally assess each child every half term.

Children are the grouped grouped according to the 
stage they are at in the scheme.



Phonics screening statutory test

The children are tested on their set 1, 2 and 3 sounds 
through reading 20 real words and 20 nonsense words.

The pass mark is usually high – it currently is 32 out of 40.

If your child scores less than 32, they will re-take the check 
in the June of Year 2. 

This will be administered by Mrs Calhoun. 



Year 2 Grammar and Comprehension
Year 2 children who passed the Phonics screening last 
year will be focusing on grammar and comprehension 
through the RWI books.

The comprehension skills to focus on are:
Retrieval
Vocabulary
Prediction
Inference 
Sequencing



Weekly guided reading in KS1 focuses on 
these reading skills:



How can you help your child in KS1?

Sharing sounds, found at the front of their phonics book.

Reading their books that are sent home five times a week.

Children talk a lot about what they have read to show 
that they have understood what they have read.

Practising letter formation.

Read, read, read!



? Handwriting



Correct letter formation should become an automatic 
habit. 

Don’t encourage your child to write too small or too 
quickly. Trying to enforce small handwriting too soon 
can lead to a very cramped style, which is then 
difficult to make fluent. 

At the very end year 1, children will begin to join 
some pairs of letters within a word.

Handwriting



Letter formation
Correct letter formation for lower-case letters is as 
follows. The arrows show the direction of your child’s 
pencil:



Year 2 

Your child will learn all of the basic handwriting joins. 
However, if your child isn’t confident forming all their letters yet, 
they should concentrate on this before they join.

Once a join has been introduced between pairs of letters (e.g. wh), 
your child will always be expected to copy the model showing 
those joined letter pairs whenever they write those letters. 

In this way, they will gradually be introduced to the idea 
of joining more than one pair of letters within a word. 





Maths



White Rose

Daily lessons in year groups

Maths Mastery 



At Vernon Park, our teachers are working with the 
NCETM to become Mastery Specialists so that our 
pupils can master maths. Teaching for mastery is 
currently more widespread in primary schools across 
England, with around 9,000 primary schools engaging 
with their local Maths Hub, and over 850 primary 
teachers training as Mastery Specialists. 

https://www.ncetm.org.uk/teaching-for-mastery/mastery-opportunities/mastery-specialists/


Behind all NCETM work in the field for teaching mastery are Five Big Ideas, all informed 
by research evidence and classroom experience.  
The diagram below helps bind these ideas together.

The Five Big Ideas





Y1



Y2



Free maths app





? Homework



Homework

Read 5 times each week.

Phonics sounds and handwriting practise.

Spelling Shed



? online safety



In addition to school-led workshops, we are very 
pleased to offer an online safety workshop with 
Local Authority lead, Tanya Cross. With the rise in 
online activity (and a 1000% increase of online 
safety cases since lockdown) we feel this is an 
essential opportunity for families to prepare 
themselves and work together to help keep our 
school community safe.


